MUTANTS?
CONTAMINATION?

NO HOPE?
You’have found mutants and toxic
dirt and poisoned water. All around
is hardship and death...
You work hard and barely survive.
You dig and scrape and ﬁght. Most of
the people you know die of mutations,
plage of killed by mutants in the
wastelands...
You ask why this is happening? How
could this be all there is? Is there
more? And you get no answer.
These are all clear and True signs
that the old enemy of humanity has
returned, the War in the Sky only
drove them underground, it did not
kill them, and it did not kill
humanity...

The THREE
BREAKERS

Have returned
making them sick and then teamed up with Ekon to
sell them cures that did not work and cost more than
they could afford. The Third Breaker is the most
dangerous of all, the ancestors called it only “The
Man” and it tried to control everything everyone
did all the time. It used agents called Efbe’s who
were shadowy ghosts whose Eyes could see through
walls and spy on the ancestors. When the High Bosses
saw what was happening they sheltered some of those
who knew the Truth to keep it straight on the Great
Rig that stood through the Headhonchos war.

The Three Breakers are the
destroyers of Humanity that was,
even before the great War of the
Headhonchos. The Breakers each
worked their own devious ways to
subvert our old long ago ancestors.
The Breaker Ekon worked to make the
men and women of the Land want for
things they could never have, it
didn’t matter how hard they worked,
they could never have the wonders
Ekon showed them. The Breaker
Bigfarma tricked the ancestors by

ALL IS NOT LOST.
The High Bosses sent us down the Fifteen Survivalists who looked like humans but were full of
the knowledge of living through the great Headhoncho’s war that was coming. They taught the
people of the Rig how to live through the terrible times and when the Survivalists took the
long path back to the High Bosses they had left all they knew behind in a book called The
Manual.

The Manual holds all the knowledge of the High Bosses, and all the knowledge the People of the
Rig gained during the Growing and the Pains. Today we share the wisdom of The Manual with the
Grifters of the Land.

KEEP THE TRUTH STRAIGHT.
The High Bosses commanded the People of the Rig to keep the Truth Straight and True, and we
have, down the long road of the passing we have held The Manual safe and always up-to-date.

CENTITE, THE HOPE.
During the long War in the Sky, the Headhonchos fought long and hard for control over
the Land. Not even the High Bosses know how or why. Shots ﬁred in that great battle
went wide of the mark and the Land was raked in the crossﬁre. The People of the Rig
went out across the Land and found many of the impact marks from those Sky Bullets, and
inside the found precious Centite.
The People of the Rig, being the Chosen keepers of the Truth used the knowledge of the
High Bosses to work the Centite and bring forth the powers of the High Bosses and the
Headhoncho’s themselves. Only the True Chosen can read The Manual, but anyone who
accepts the Truth as given to us by the High Bosses and renounces the subverting ways
of the Breakers Ekon, Bigfarma and The Man can gain learnings and knowings from The
Manual to keep you safe and True through the dark times ahead.

ASK YOUR NEAREST RIGGER ABOUT...
TECHNICAL
INDULGENCE

INSTRUCTION
LITANY

The ﬁrst step on the road to salvation lies in accepting the
Technical Indulgence from one of the True People of the Rig.
The Technical Indulgence allows a Line Pusher or higher to recite
the Technical Litany and thus start you on the path from Grifter to
Devout. The Technical Indulgence will oil your gears and solder your
connections in the eyes of the High Bosses for a suitable donation.

For those wishing to gain more favour in the eyes of the High
Bosses, you may accept an Instruction Litany from one of the
True People of the Rig, this must be given by a Wrench Jockey or
higher.
Take the next step to move away from the inﬂuence of the Three
Breakers and embrace the Truth through Instruction.

